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NOTE ON £P-THEORY FOR EXTENSIONS OF CYCLIC

GROUPS BY ELEMENTARY ABELIAN p-GROUPS

NOBUAKI YAGITA

Introduction

Let BP*(—) be the Brown-Peterson cohomology theory and K{m)*{—) the
Morava /^-theory. It is conjectured [K-Y], [H-K-R], [H] that BPodd(BG)=
K(m)odd(BG)—0 for finite groups and even compact Lie groups G. In this note
we show that the conjecture is affirmative for the cases G are extensions

(o.i) o —> (z/py —> G —> z/ps —>o.

We first show Hodd(BZ/ps; BP*(B(Z/p)n)=0 and hence BPodd(BG)=0. Using
a result of Tezuka-Yagita [T-Y], we next see K(m)odd(BG)=0.

This note is motivated by the Kriz' study K(m)*(BG) for p=3, n=A and
s=2. (Recently he announced the similar result as above.) The author thank
to Bjon Schuster and Geoffrey Falk for some arguments.

§1. BP*(B(Z/p)n)

It is well known [L], [J-W] that BP*{B{Z/p)n)^®n

BP*BP*(B{Z/p)) and
BP*(BZ/p)^BP*l\_y~\y(\_p](y)) where lp](y)=y+Bp+ - +BPy = py+vιy

lp+ •••
is the p-th sum of the formal group law for #P~theory with the coefficient BP*
=Z(P)[ylt . . . ] . We will study more detail in this section.

Recall the Milnor operation Q0=β, Qn = Qn-ippn~1—ppn~1Qn-i (for ρ=2,
Q°=Sg\ Qn = Qn-iSq2n-Sg*nQn-.1) and let us write H*(BZ/p; Z/p)ς*Z/tylι<g>
Λ(x), βx = y (for p=2, let y = x*). Then Qnx = ypn. Recall P(ι)*(-) is the
complex oriented cohomology theory with the coefficient P{i)*=BP*/(p, ..., vn^)
— Z/p[yn, ...] (see [J-W] for details). In the spectral sequence

Ef *=H*(X POO*) = > P(ί)*(X),

the first non zero differential is d2pι-i(x)=vi(g)Qi(x) for all x<=H*(X Z/p).
Consider Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences

Ef*(X)=H*(X;BP*) = Φ BP*{X)

Ef *(XχBZ/p)=H*(XxBZ/p BP*) = > BP*(XxBZ/p).
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LEMMA 1.1. Assume that there is a filtration such that g r £ * *(X)=
®?=o1P(i+l)*Qo -QiGι for some Gt(ZH*(X Z/p). Then there is a filtίation
such that

with Gί=Gt®Z/p{l, y, ..., ypM-1}@Gt-1®Z/ply]{x} here Z/p{af ...} means
the free Z/p-moduίe generated by a, ....

Proof. Consider the spectral sequence

EEt *=H*(BZ/p gr £*• *(*)) = > gr £*• *(XχBZ/p).

The EjBs-term is a direct sum of P(i+l)*<g>Q0~ QiGi<g)Z/pty']®Λ(x). Since
i+i^^^ΐ+i y ^ 1 in the above P(/+l)*-module, we get

gvE*>*(XxBZ/p)=EE*>*

=Θ£.β(/>(ί+l)*{l, . . . , ^ t + 1 " 1

Therefore taking Gr as stated in this lemma, we have

β O*Gί. q.e.d.

Let us write H*(B(Z/p)n Z/p)=Sn®Λn with Sn=Z/plyl9 ..., ;yn] and Λn

=Λ(xu ..., xn) with βxi=yt.

COROLLARY 1.2. g r 5 P * ( 5 ( Z / ^ ) Λ ) ^ e t 0

1 P ( 2 + l ) * ( I m ρ 0 ••• QiΓλSn).

For non negative sequence I=(ilf ..., ιn), denote by y2 the element ^ί1 ••• yι

n

n

in H*(B(Z/p)n Z/p) or in BP*(B(Z/p)n). Define length /(/)^m if there is a
subsequence (iSQ, ..., i*m)CLl such that pk^isk for all O^&^m. Since

Oo-Qmfe ^ i ^ M l ' Λ'ϊi module {

we can easily prove

{yI\l(I)=m}=lmQ0" QmΓΛSn modulo {yi\l(I)<m}.

LEMMA 1.3. Taking filtration by 1(1), we have

gr BP*(B(Z/p)n)=®U P(ί+1)* {y /1 /(/)=ί}.

§ 2. BP*(BG)

We consider the spectral sequence

(2.1) Ef *=H*(B(Z/ps) BP*(B(Z/p)n)) ==) BP*(BG).
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induced from the extension (0.1). Let b be the generator of Z/p*. The action
of b on (Z/p)n is represented by an element in UdGLn(Z/p); upper triangular
matrices with diagonal entry^l. Moreover changing basis in (Z/p)n, the action
b is represented as a Jordan's normal form, that is,

(2.2) byι—yly byi=yi+BPslyt_1 for i^2 and Si=0 or 1.

The £2-term of the spectral sequence (2.1) is expressed as

Ker(l-Z>) for /=0

Ker(l-δ)/ImiV for /=even>0

KerJV/Im(l-&) for /=odd>0

where N=l+b-] \-bpB~\ We will prove;

LEMMA 2.3. KerN/Im(l-6)=0.

For the proof, we prepare some notations. Given an element
BP*{B{Zlp)n)y we can uniquely write it from Lemma 1.3 as

(2.4) X—ΊICL^! with

For each sequence /=(ιΊ, ...,/»), define the moment by | | / | | = ί ' H — + i n and
define the lexicographic order / > / ' if there is k so that ik>iί and ij—i'j for
all j>k. Let / be the maximal order in which moment | |/ | | are smallest of /
in (2.4), namely,

(2.5) x=ajyj modulo (BMSO)

where (BMSO)—(bigger moment and smaller order elements)={a#:Vtf|||/ini>||./U
or (\\J\\ = \\K\\ and J>K)}.

Proof of Lemma 2.3 for the case n^p, s = l and εt=l for 2^/. First note
that

yt+1 + yt mod {aIyI \\\I\\>ρ\.

So it is immediate that

(b-i)yi+i=(yx+i+ytY-yi=iyi+iyx mod (BMSO).

By the definition of the order, we can easily show if i2φ0 mod p, then

(2.6) (b-l)yI=22yΛy1/y2) mod (BMSO).

Suppose xeKeriV. By inductive assumption on n, we suppose j\Φθ. From
(2.6), we can take adequate X^BP%B{Z/p)n) such that

(2.7) x-(b-l)X=ajyj mod (BMSO), with jt=p-l mod p.
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Suppose the above element is non zero, that is 0φaj^P(l(J)+ΐ)*. Let y2(p)—
Tli(Ez/Pb

iy2 so that this element is invariant under b. Let y/ be element made
from yΣ exchanging factors yξ by y2(P), that is,

Then we have

={yj/yΓι)(-yΓι) mod (BOMS).

Since KyAyJy^'^Kyj), we know

N^aIyI = aJyΛyJy%)p'ιΦθ mod (BMSO).

This is a contradiction to xeKeriV. q.e.d.

Proof of Lemma 2.3 for the case p+l^n^p2, s=2 and st=l for 2<i. Also
suppose xeKerN and j\Φθ. Notice that (bp—ΐ)yp+i=y1 mod (BM) and (bp—l)yt

=0 for i<p+l. Hence we can take X and Z' so that j2=jp+1=ρ — l mod /? and

x-(b-l)X-(b*-l)X'=ajy/ mod (BMSO)

where y/=yΛyP+1(ρ)/yP+1)
ίJp+i/pl(y2(P)/yΓ1)ίJ2/pl and 3Ί»+i(ί)=Πie,/pft*1>3'p+i.

Let us write JV/=1+H \-bp~ι. Then JV=(l+fcpH h6p(p"1))iV/. By
the arguments similar to the proof for the case w /̂>, we see

N'y/=yj'(-y*/yi)p-1 mod (BMSO).
So we have

Ny/=-a+bp+ " +bp<p-1>)y/(yi/y*)p-1

=yΛyί/y2yP+i)p~1 mod (BMSO).

The length / of the above term is smaller or equal to l(yj),we also have NxΦΰ
and this is a contradiction. q.e.d.

Proof of Lemma 2.3. The case pm+l^n£pm+1, s=m+l and e<=l for i^2
are proved by the similar arguments. Taking X so that / p ί + 1 = — 1 mod jί? for
0£t£m and

jc-(&-l)X=αj:y/ mod (BMSO)

with yy=yjUiLo(ypt+i(p)/yit+i)Lip^fp:i and ypt+i(p)=Πte.,Pb
tptypt+1. Then we

can prove

Ny/=y/(y?+ι/y*'~ yPn+1)*'ιΦ0 mod (BMSO).

So we see Lemma 2.3 for these cases. The cases with some £*=() are proved
more easily by using induction on n. q.e.d.
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Since Eιoddt*=0, the spectral sequence (2.1) collapses. Thus we get

COROLLARY 2.8. For groups G in (0.1), BPodd(BG)=Q and BPeven(BG) is
multiplicatively generated by elements induced from BP*(B(Z/p)n)z/pS and yb(=
BP\BZ/ps).

§3. K(m)*(BG)

At first we consider the cohomology theory P(ra)*(—) with the coefficient
P(m)*=BP*/(vu ..., i ; m - i ) = Z ( P ) [ ^ v . . ] . Note that P(m)*/(P)=P(m)* and P(l)*
= 5 P * . We can easily prove the Pirn)*-version of Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 1.3.
The arguments in § 2 also work for P(ra)*-theory. Hence we can prove
E2

odd'*(P(m))=0 for the spectral sequence

Ef*(P(m))=H*(BZ/ps P(m)*(B(Z/p)n) =3 P(m)*(BG).

Using fact that P(m)*(G) is torsion free if £ 2

o d d *(P(m))=0, we get the follow-
ing;

THEOREM 3.1 (Tezuka-Yagita, Theorem 2.6 in [T-Y]). Suppose that there
is an extension

1 —>G' — > G — > Zip8 — > 0

such that P(m)*(BG')=P(m)*®BP*BP*(BGf) and Hodd(BZ/ps P(m)*(BG'))=0
for all mS l. Then P(m)*{BG)^P{m)*®BP*BP*(BG) and K(m)*(BG)=K(m)*
(g>BP*BP*(BG) for all m ^ l .

Thus we get

THEOREM 3.2. For groups G in (0.1), there are isomorphisms

)^0, P(m)*(BG)^P(m)*®BP*BP*(BG)

and

K(m)*(BG)^K(m)*®Bp*BP*(BG)
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